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Welcome & 
Unit Overview
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Quick welcome to the presentation, thank everyone for attending last session Describe our ICU and explain this will be relevant in the near future when discussing the provision of nursing orientation.Describe unit experience necessitating the change. 



Objectives

Examine challenges faced by novice nurses 
during traditional orientation programs

Overview relevant learning theory impacting 
learner retention & cognitive load

Describe the reconceptualization of a nursing 
orientation in one mixed ICU/CCU
– Design overview & implementation 
– Benefits, challenges and evaluation of outcomes
– Next steps, future considerations
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-Examine preparatory challenges faced by novice RNs during traditional nursing orientation programs.Primary objective- overview relevant learning theories and conceptual models impacting learner retention and cognitive load during the traditional nursing orientation process 



Challenges of 
Traditional Nursing 

Orientation Programs
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Before we dive into relevant learning theories which really supply(th) the rationale for our changed to a staged, interspersed, approach to our orientation, we would like to first examine the challenges faced by the novice nursing population during the orientation period. 
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Challenges: Preparing the Novice 
Nurse to Practice in the Critical Care Setting 

Critical care areas are hiring novice RNs/GNs
– Findings echoed our own unit experience 

Challenges are posed in ensuring adequate 
preparation of this cohort:
– High  acuity
– Knowledge acquisition 
– Gaps in the literature pertaining to mixed specialty 

units 

5,8,14 , 

2,5,8,11,14 , 
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-Due to a number of causes, including an aging workforce, the literature identifies that novice nurses, defined as nurses with less than 1-2 years of experience, and new graduate nurses, are being hired in specialty areas (including critical care) with increased frequency within critical care units across Canada-This finding is echoed within our own unit experience- within the past 5 years, with the opening of a new hospital and new ICU in the city, we have observed the migration of some of our nurses to this new hospital location, and since, have also needed to hire novice nurses with increased frequency from the past.While we wish to identify that we greatly value the future contributions that this cohort has to offer, we also recognize that this cohort is comprised of entry level practitioners who require support, mentoring, coaching and supervision at times to establish their practice.-Resultingly, these changes have presented some challenges in offering our own traditional, or bloused, up front approach to orientation delivery in the ICU and CCU.  We can all remember being new once, and I too was hired as a GN in the ICU, so I  believe we can all relate at one point to the challenges faced in needing to care for our patients in highly technical, acute, and rapidly evolving environments, where there is an urgent need to acquire a vast body of knowledge and skill at one time.  ?speak to need for a fiscally responsible change?- ie, there is no longer funding for rigorous preceptored GN programs….. CHALLENGES aer posed due to:-high pt acuity & complexity-Vast body of knowledge acquisition, skill development -Speak to preparatory challenges we face/anticipate in mixed units. -Emphasize the focus of this presentation and our orientation reconceptualization is surrounding this novice nursing population, and not the hire of nurses with advanced experience. 



Challenges

Skill, knowledge acquisition, and critical thinking 
take time and clinical exposure to develop.

Though attempts may be made to provide 
gradual exposure to critical illness/complex 
scenarios, emergent scenarios may present 
themselves at any time in the critical care 
environment. 5, 
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Skill , knowledge acquisition, critical  thinking as will be overviewed take time and clinical exposure to develop.  In other words, despite the provision of comprehensive orientation programs, we know that ESPECIALLY amongst the novice cohort, the provision of a comprehensive orientation program bloused, or up front, does not lead to retention of all concepts.  Therefore, while on paper we can cover all of our orientation objectives, we will go on to identify how a traditional, bolused orientation program does not meet the needs of the novice practitioner. 



Challenges:
Examining the Effectiveness of Orientation 

Recognize need to reconceptualize orientation:
– Supporting achievement of competency based goals
– Using integrative & building techniques
– With a flexible, learner-centered approach
– Aiming to reduce content saturation 

2,5,6,8,11,14
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EDIT NOTESSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSUsing integrative & building techniques that prepare the learner for increased responsibility over time, and allowing adequate clinical exposure/application opportunity before adding advanced responsibility.  Ultimately, this means relooking at what we offer, what we offer up front, and how we can better improve orientation processes to reduce excessive information impacting content processing, and encouraging the memorization vs. application and understanding of key objectives. 



Challenges: Potential Consequences 
of Inadequate Learner Preparation 

Patient Learner  

Inability of 
learner to 

detect subtle 
changes in pt

status

Failure to 
Rescue                              

Stress or 
Anxiety

Reduced 
focus/retention*
(*unit observation)

Increased 
attrition in 1st

year of hire

3, 9,13 2,5,8
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We are rethinking about learner preparation then in a way that meets the learner’s needs, ensuring we provide a supportive learning environment that focuses not only on content delivery, but also on the timing of this delivery to support skill/competency acquisition.Failure to recognize these developmental processes could result in a number of potential consequences, including those learner focused consequences of increases in learner anxiety, which we have observed to impact knowledge processing and retention amongst our hires.  Similarly, within the literature, it is noted that the first year particularly for the novice hire is a vulnerable time, in which attrition rates are the highest ( )- further indicating to us the need to adopt multiple approach to supporting this cohort, and including the provision of a supportive orientation program targeted to meet learner needs.While we have spoken to learner-centeredness up to this point, it is essential that learner preparedness can only optimize patient care and safety. As we will overview within normal competency development, we know that the novice learner lacks critical thinking and reasoning abilities, and it is not an uncommon phemenon for the novice nurse to miss key and/or subtle changes in patient status.  Within the literature, this cohort has been more frequently cited as failing to rescue the deteroriating patient – an outcome which occurs when such changes in patient status go unnoticed or the significance is not understood- and therefore they are underreported and undertreated. 



Learning 
Theories & 

Applications 10
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Before we highlight the changes made to our orientation program, we would like to spend a few minutes overview the relevant learning theories which have reshaped our views (?lens) in considering how orientation can be offered.  We will focus on concepts supporting adult learning, and particularly those aimed at improving learner outcomes such as enhancing knowledge retention, but by no means will this be a comprehensive overview  off all relevant theory.



Learning Theory
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Learning Theory

Control
Active 

Participation Experience

Association Relevancy Problem 
Focused

Principles of Adult Learning
1,10
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On one of the most basic/rudimentary levels, the application of the principles of adult learning, were originally developed by Malcolm Knowles, and are based upon humanistic assumptions, in which we perceive the adult learner as being self-direct and autonomous. Though not an exhaustive list, some principles includeLearner control increases learning- it likely comes as no surprise that when we feel we are in control of our own learning, learning outcomes improve.  For our unit, this means we work with the learner and leadership team to determine when the timing of subsequent educational/certification components are appropriate, allowing our novice learner to have a voice about the time they need to absorb and apply new information.  Recognizes adult learners have self-concept and are capable of self-direction. Active participation & experience are required for learning “Learning is an active process” (Babcock and Miller). Didactic education, regardless of comprehensiveness, does not replace the opportunity to apply and comprehend this knowledge in a clinical setting.   Rather, we recognize experience provides the basic foundation for learning. Particularly with the novice cohort we recognize that despite providing a comprehensive classroom and precpetored orientation, our learners lack clinical experience, and therefore need more time and opportunity to apply new concepts.  On the flip side, recognizing that experience is the foundation of learning, this means we need to value the experience of hires coming to us with advanced skill sets- though this is beyond the scope of today’s talk.Association is required to learn .-Building upon the category of experience, we recognize that in order to “retain new information or skill,” we need to integrate this new concept within phemenoa that are already known to us.  In other words, relatability of concepts help us to organize and categorize our learning. Relevancy increases learning- education needs to be directly applicability and relatable to the clinical setting.  Topics increase in relevancy when they are problem focused vs. content focused. Babcock & Miller, 1994; Lieb, 1991



Novice

• Task Focused
• Trouble identifying relevant assessment findings
• Requires time, clinical experience, to master tasks
• Requires expert guidance to aid in decision making/prioritization 

Competent 

• Development of pattern recognition
• Compares current scenarios to past experiences
• Increased analysis, not yet expert in synthesizing data 

Expert 

• Gathers, synthesizes required data
• Predicts, anticipates patient responses
• Relates & integrates concepts as a whole
• Focus on knowledge acquisition, likely to experience ethical dilemmas 

Learning Theory

Acquisition of Clinical Competency2,4
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The acquisition of clinical competency as I am briefly overviewing is taken from work completed by Benner and colleagues, and is also supported by the Dreyfus Novice nurse- typically focused on the development of task based skills, which require full attention to learn various components and master hands-on-dexterity -”Caught up” with the acquisition a number of new skills and patient care tasks, it is typical for the novice nurse to differential between normal and abnormal patient assessment findings.Requires time and opportunity to master clinical tasks before competency acquisition is obtained, and pattern recognition is developed.Think back to a time when supporting a novice hire- this group requires ongoing support & mentorship, along with frequent check-ins to ensure appropriate prioritization is occuring.  Similarly, it is common for this group to have to report on all investigational findings, requiring a mentor with advanced clinical expertise to help them identify alterations in patient status requiring further intervention.  If this check in fails, this is where we may see the failure to rescue a deteriorating patient. Competent nurse – has had time to acquire a foundational skill set and is no longer occupied with task mastery.  Given this, they spend more time seeing the patient, and based on similar past experiences, can begin to recognize patterns. Anticipated interventions are typically based upon similar scenarios encountered in the past. This group is also better able to identify where knowledge gaps exist – though they too will require expert guidance at times, the difference is that unlike the novice cohort, this level of awareness is present.Expert nurse- we will just touch on this category today as it is not our area of focus.  However, it is relevant to note the expert nurse is able to synthesize a vast quantity of data, integrating & synthesizing this data with respect to the whole patient.  Similarily, not pictured here, when describing transitions through the 1st 12 mos of practice, Boychuk-Dreyfus described the stages of doing, being and knowing. Why is this important- relate back to unit and support of novice hires 



Learning Theory

Cognitive Load Theory

Memory Formation: A Quick Review 

Definitions: 
– Memory storage  of information for later recall
– Working memory  “the erasable blackboard of the 

mind” 
– Short term memory  seconds to hours
– Long term memory  days to years

15,17,18

16,17,18

16, p. 160
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Though gaps exist in the nursing literature, CLT has been well established since the 1980s, with recent application in the literature to the disciplines of medicine and education.  Within CLT, it is recognized that there are limitations that occur during cognitive processing and working memory systems when new learning takes place.  Before we further describe the implications of CLT, lets have a quick look at how information is processed and memory storage/retrieval occursNoteably, this is a rudimentary review.Memory- is definedWorking memory is a new concept, which has been coined “the erasable blackboard of the mind” It provides temporary holding space, and allows for the interrelation of pieces of information that are required for a current mental task (Sherwood, 160). In this working memory, information is briefly held for immediate use, which includes newly acquired information, as well as prior memory stored in long-term memory, and recalled for this particular task.  Thus working memory allows for the integration of long-term memory with new information in real time, a task required in order to integrate data and make clinical decisions. Newly acquired information is deposited within our short term memory, in which it is either soon forgotten, or it is transferred to longer-term memory, usually through active rehearsal.  The storage capacity of short term memory is extremely small (relate to learning names, then expand to the complicated tasks and synthesis of knowledge required of critical care nurses) With rehearsal or increased exposure, memory is more likely to be consolidated within long-term memory. 



Learning Theory

 Information Processing Model 7
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When faced with a scenario, or when information is provided to us, our prefontal cortex is responsible for receiving and storing information within our working memory- where information is “temporally stored and actively manipulated” while reasoning and planning occur (Sherwood, p. 152).  With subsequent exposures and as learners gain experience, they begin to formulate schemas, or cognitive frameworks which aid in the organization, interpretation, and relation of new information to prior existing knowledge.  These schemas provide methods for problem solving bygrouping information together.  Once formed, they rely on singular elements within the working memory, allowing the experienced learner to interpret knowledge at a faster rate.  



Learning Theory

Cognitive Load Theory
– Recognizes limitations exist in cognitive processing & 

working memory

 Identifies working memory can only:
– 5- 9  informational elements
– max. 2-4 elements simultaneously 

“It is very easy to overwhelm a learner’s limited working memory 
because of the cognitive processing required to work through a new 
task or understand a new concept.  When this happens, it is impossible 
for meaningful learning to occur.” 

15,17,18

18, p. 1587

17,18
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Quote– ex EXAMPLE– re: new vs advanced hire!! (ie- cardiac resusicatation vs. simple med prep). how many of you have spent time preceptoring a new hire or a nursing student, diligently covering the steps of a procedure with rationale, to discover the next shift, they have no recollection of where to start or what actions to take?



Learning Theory

Cognitive Load Theory
– Recognizes cognitive loads further limiting working 

memory:

15,17,18

12, ¶ 7
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CLT identifies that working memory faces numerous limitations to processing, in the forms of intrinsic, extraneous, and germane cognitive loads.Each of these loads can be manipulated to reduce the limitations placed on cognitive processing. Extraneous load- is comprised of any non-essenital information presented with a learning objective.  It also requires cognitive processing, but detracts from the learning outcome.Intrinsic load- is related to task complexity. Complex scenarios/problems have higher intrinsic loads. Germane load is related to parts of the working memory which process or make sense of new information.   As we have already noted, schemas take time and exposure to develop.  Once formed, they provide a faster mechanism of problem solving by grouping and integrating pieces of information together.  If new learning can build upon prior schemas and have relatable concepts, this germane load can be lessened.  Importantly, the formation of schemas overtime can also work to lessen intrinsic load, given schemas only utilize one working element during memory processing. These schemas provide methods for problem solving but grouping information together.  Once formed, they rely on singular elements within the working memory, allowing the experienced learner to interpret knowledge at a faster rate.



Learning Theory

Cognitive Load Theory
12, ¶ 10
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THIS IS A VISUAL EXAMPLE OF HOW SCHEMA FORMATION WORKSIdentifies working memory can only:             5- 9  informational elements                                      max. 2-4 elements simultaneously 



Task break 
down

Spacing of 
concepts to 

allow for 
application & 
integration

Repetition of 
key points

Repetition of 
key points

Identify presence  
/absence of 

schema 
formation 

Removal of 
distracting 

data

Limiting multi-
tasking

Matching 
teaching 

modality to 
learning 
objective 

Learning Theory

Cognitive Load Theory
– Key Teaching Considerations 

17,18
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Relevantly, before moving on, we would like to highlight some of the key teaching considerations supported by CLT. Specifically, educators should take action to reduce cognitive loads, and which also includes the provision of time & opportunity for the exposure required for long term memory retention to be achieved.  Some examples, with specific application to the novice learner include: Breaking down tasks to smallest relevant subcompents acts to minimize intrinsic load, and is especially important when the learner has had no prior exposure to the concept/skill of interest.  A summative grasp of the topic can be offered once all task related components are understood. Limiting multi-tasking where able and appropriate Teaching modality- selecting the least technical and least complex to meet targeted learning objective.  Also refers to utiliatization of appropriate learning approach- ie verbal description where visual cues/ kinetic return demonstrations may take less processing to comprehend.Clinical application- the provision of code blue certification, requires the employee to have a solid foundation of BLS and ACLS algorithms, the ability to prepare and administer appropriate emergency medications, demonstrate electrical safety during defibrillation, possess attuned assessment skills able to detect changes in pateint status, prioritize patient care needs , effectively manage time in crises, and clearly communicate with members of the interdisciplinary team.  As we have noted, the novice nursing hire requires increased assistance in each of these domains independently, before synthesizing these components together to ensure the provision of safe patient care. 



Orientation        
Reconceptualization
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So lets talk about our orientation reconceptualization



Planning: Background Information 

 Literature Review Recap
– Few sources were found to have adopted a staged 

approach to orientation in critical care
– No application in mixed specialty units

5,14
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In looking to make a change, we completed a literature review and found a small number of critical care units have adopted a staged approach to orientation for the novice nursing cohort.  These sources cite similar benefits and rationale to undertaking this approach.  In some instances, attrition was evaluated as an outcome measurement - though impacts on learner retention or patient outcome were not overviewed. Currently, No findings were noted examining the implementation of a staged orientation approach to a mixed specialty unit. 



Drawing upon unit based experiences & relevant 
learning theories, we recognize the need to 
reconceptualize an orientation:  
– Supporting achievement of competency based goals
– Using integrative & building techniques
– With a flexible, learner-centered approach
– Aiming to reduce content saturation & cognitive load

Planning

2,5,6,8,11,14,17,18
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Integrating our unit based experiences & drawing upon relevant learning theories, we recognize the need to reconceptualize an orientation for the novice nursing hire that: Supports achievement of competency based goalsUsing integrative and building techniquesThat is flexible and learner centeredAiming at reducing content saturation and cognitive load



Planning: 
Pre-Implementation Structure
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Prior to implementing our staged approach in the Fall of 2014, our typical orientation structure to both the ICU and CCU was presented in a largely bolused format. (Point of today isn’t to fully describe our orientation program, but to highlight how it has been changed). Our ICU classroom orientation is 5 weeks of provincially taught content over telehealth, with a few interspersed clinical days. There is little flexibility in changing this schedule, and therefore we had to look for other ways to alter our orientation schedule. These provincial classroom days are primarily didactic in nature, though comprised of a comprehensive overview of a system-by-system review of physiological normals and critical alternations, with opportunity to build upon and integrate topics over the course of the orientation.  (exit animation)click animation), Followed by provincial classroom was the provision of 2 site specific orientation days to the ICU and CCU (introducing hires to our environment, team, and unit specific initiatives (we are currently focused on is delirium), and which also includes an overview of certification processes.  Entry level certifications include those such as – IV direct, neuromuscular blockade, IO maintenance, CVCs, Level 1 hemodynamics to name a few.  Certification expectations and exclusions, along with ways to support the patient during an emergency when addition help is needed, is overviewed. Low fidelity simulation is utilized for a range of basic skills, including emergency medication preparation, line insertion, admissions and discharges. Scheduled preceptor shifts were offered with a base of ~8 shifts, divided between our respective units.  Recognizing that novice/graduate nurses need more support and hands-on experience, they are offered a baseline of 10 shifts.  From here, we may be likely to add subsequent shifts, but this is assessed on a one-on-one basis in order to determine how to best meet the learners needs and minimum expectations of entry-level-practice in the ICU/CCU.  Once completed to satisfaction, orientation is considered complete.Code blue/transvenous pacemaker/therapeutic hypothermia- though not considered a part of orientation has been traditionally viewed as a basic ICU/CCU certification.  Especially given the nature of the CCU and frequent need for patient accompaniment off site with a defib certified nurse, we would look for the opportunity to complete this certification when staff have integrated within the unit.  Though learner readiness was an appropriate consideration, this certification was typically done fairly quickly after the orientation period.  



Planning: 
Orientation Guiding Resources
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On a site/zonal basis, we developed or adapted a number of resources which also helped us to ensure that basic orientation objectives and minimum expectations for practice are met.  These remain in use after the orientation revision.  Quick examples include – skills & experience checklists/return demonstration sign offs and minimum expectation guiding documents. 



Planning: 
Pre-implementation Feedback

 Informal (verbal from learner, preceptors)
Formal (anonymous submission of post 

orientation learner evaluations)

BOTH indicated for the novice hire:
– Learner dissatisfaction re: 

• Amount of classroom vs. time on unit
• Sheer volume of knowledge acquisition required 
• Excess amount of time learning differences in unit 

processes & routines vs. specifics related to 
population specific care and management 25
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Pre implementation Learner feedback indicated this group did not always feel the timing of delivery was appropriate to meet their learning needs.Dissatisfaction was voiced re: the amount of classroom time vs. time dedicated on unit. & the sheer volume of knowledge required during the basic orientation to the ICU and CCU.   As educators, we also observed by the time learners made it to the CCU classroom orientation day, they appeared burnt out- they were not engaged during classroom sessions were we covered topics such as 12 lead ECG analysis and medical cardiology, and needed a break from classroom content delivery.   Upon checking in with hires after the orientation period was over, educators observed knowledge gaps from what was covered in classroom vs. what was retained on an individual basis. This aligned with preceptor observation/report, in which preceptors voiced the were dedicating most of their time in CCU to overviewing process differences in comparison to the ICU.  This meant little time was spent focusing on key objectives, such as the assessment and care of the cardiac patient. 



Reconceptualizing
Orientation: Changes & 

Implementation 
26
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As we overview our orientation reonceptualization, I’d like to highlight that due to the fiscal restraints we are all facing, though minor content revisions to orientation are made on an ongoing basis, we had to think creatively about how we re-looked at orientation without hugely impacting our budget.  For us, and with the need to reduce content saturation and cognitive load in order to improve learner retention, this meant creatively changing the spacing of when orientation is offered
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Who doesn’t love a dilbert cartoon.



Implementation: 
Post-implementation Structure 

28
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In overviewing the post-implementation structure, you will note that the majority of changes are centered around the timing of delivery.Given that the provincial classroom critical care orientation covers complex topics pertaining to the critically ill patient, and that we needed our CCU patients to have there code blue certification to accompany patients on frequent roadtrips to foothills medical centre for angiography, the decision was made to continue with provincial orientation followed by unit orientation to the ICU only. A major change and pinnacle  of our orientation reconceptualization  has been to look at learner preparedness for Code blue classroom orientation, and subsequent CCU orientation, before these items are offered.  This means that once orientation to the ICU is complete, our learners start by caring for stable, ventilated patients (as they would before), but that we aim to use more objective measures, rather than time since orientation, to identify learner readiness.  Typically, we offer code blue orientation between 3-6months after the completion of the orientation period for the novice hire, but in some instances, this has been extended as we seek to challenge learners, with support, over a range of opportunities that would assist in meeting a variety of learning goals.   CCU orientation is typically offered 2 - 4weeks after learners have completed the code blue classroom and requires certifications components covered during this class. It should be noted that one revision made to the post-implementation schedule was the expansion of the CCU unit specific classroom orientation, from a half day to a full days worth of content.  This was undertaken after the change was made, in order to ensure a depth and breath of cardiac topics were covered (additions included cardiac diagnostics and increased hands-on application of cardiac assessment, and more time spent overviewing patient teaching resources).  We recognize these actions may also improve learner outcomes, but felt the most appropriate time to implement this change was after our orientation split, recognizing the addition of more classroom content with the up-front approach would be too much- given current content was already not being retained.  



Implementation: 
Determining Learner Readiness

Readiness to advance is determined in a 
number of ways:
– Minimum Expectation Guidelines
– ICU orientation objectives met 
– Ability to prioritize and independently manage 

patients with increasing complexity
– Evidence of knowledge acquisition and application
– Use of Step-Up-Guidelines (zonal document) to 

further measure readiness for advancement 
– Ongoing discussion with the learner and members of 

the leadership team
29
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These are the ways we assess competency & knowledge acquisition and determine safety for advancementEnsure there are no performance/safety concerns as highlighted within the minimum expectations document completed on orientation.  If so, these are followed up with, and if needed, we create a learning plan with learning objectives.  These must be met before adding on any increased level of responsibility/certification & cover a wealth of categories including:	-appropriate response to patient emergencies/crisis	-timely identification and communication of patient concerns 	-accurate physical assessments with differentiation of normal vs. abnormal assessment findings. 	-aspects of medication safety, including preparation and administration of IV direct medications for procedures/crisis that do 	not include code blue scenarios	-learner seeks out opportunities for completion of all entry level ICU certifications (ie- IVD, NMBA etc as overviewed earlier), to 	name a few.-basic ICU learning objectives are met and can be managed independently by the hire, -Learners are able to manage patients with increasing complexity.  This includes the care of patient admissions who may require a number of interventions and may demonstrate signs of hemodynamic instability. Verbalization of an understanding of the physiological alterations + anticipated treatment required for a number of common clinical conditions.  This would include an understanding of ventilatory management, the use of vasoactives/intotropes, the titration of sedatives/analgesic, and demonstration of an ability to participate in and uphold relevant initiatives (such as those associated with delirium prevention, treatment, and management). -Further overview of draft step-up-guideliens, which were created by our zonal critical care team, provide another way to identify if relevant criteria for advancement have been met. It covers areas of professional growth and key competencies that a learner should master before advancement is to be undertaken.  This is provided and overviewed on hire, along with an emphasis placed on the flexible approach to certification advancement and CCU orientation, so that the learner understands basic expectations of performance, and the need to be flexible within the orientation period. Through a learners orientation period we have ongoing discussions with preceptors, clinicians and management to ensure new hires are advancing and being supported



Implementation

Undertaken in Fall of 2014

Post- implementation, 22 hires have completed 
the novice orientation stream 

 Learner surveys, educator observations have 
noted positive results
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The implementation of our split orientation reconceptualization was undertaken in fall of 2014Post implementation 22 hires have complete the novice orientation streamLearner's surveys and educator observations have noted positive results.



Evaluation & Discussion
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Now lets review the evaluation results and further discuss the implications of this implementation



Evaluation

 Learner evaluation completed via: 
– Post orientation surveys 

• Separate ICU/CCU
• An overall evaluation of the orientation program

– 50% return rate (n=11)

Orientation surveys were disseminated May-June 
of 2017
– Elicited data pertaining to learner perception of 

orientation format on perceived stress levels, ability to 
apply knowledge in the clinical setting, and overall 
satisfaction. 

– 13 responses returned (novice cohort)
32
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Learner evaluations were completed via surveys:	Separate ICU and CCU surveys were submitted after the completion of each orientation period, followed by a overall survey evaluating full orientation upon completion. Surveys were anonymous and confidentially returned to the unit educator mailbox.While these evaluation responses indicated satisfaction with this approach to orientation amongst this group, in May & June of 2017, a subsequent unit survey was disseminated, with the aim of increasing the response rate and eliciting further data about learner perceptions pertaining to the interspersed approach. The survey was extended to elicit orientation feedback from nurses whom had completed traditional, and advanced orientation streams.  While much of this data is outside the scope of our talk today, this group was integral in identifying some of the challenges faced post implementation. -13 responses were returned from the novice cohort, representing 59% of this total group



Evaluation
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Within this chart summary we are looking at the post ICU/CCU orientation learner evaluation response we see that in regards to separating orientation:The questions were asked using a likert scale. Strongly agree – dark blue, agree – light blue. Neither yellow, disagree brown.-The majority of participants perceived an increased ability to focus in each respective area-The majority of participants perceived reductions in stress levels due to this separation-The majority of participants felt they were able to acquire new knowledge, and lastly, apply this knowledge within the clinical setting as a result of this separationEducator Observation:Included positive participatory changes & increased retention post orientation of specific cardiac content.  We frequently followed up with staff and their 12 lead interpretation. Staff seemed to retain more of the knowledge from the class.



Evaluation

May – June 2017 Learner Survey
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In the May/June 2017 learner survey, similar findings were ECHO’d - the novice cohort reported perceived reductions in stress levels, increases in knowledge retention, and opportunity for clinical application as a result of the interspersed approach. Educator observation- marked participatory increases and enthusiasm during the CCU classroom day when we bring learners back to the classroom at a later dateincreased retention of specific topics (such as 12 lead application)



Evaluation: 
Survey Comments

 Coming to ICU from a MTU/Internal Medicine unit was daunting 
enough. The education alone for ICU… was enough to cause high 
anxiety. I was relieved to find out I’d be oriented to CCU at a later 
time; as cardiac related diagnoses are very new to me. 

 I come from a different health region and I felt overwhelmed with 
how different everything was.  Charting, equipment, IVs, monitors 
and hospital processes were all different and I felt it took me some 
time to get used to the basics of the ICU department.  There were 
times where I felt a bit overwhelmed and if I had to tackle CCU (a 
whole new unit with new processes etc) at the same time I would 
have been stressed and probably not mentally able to retain as 
much information.  The separation worked for me.
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Further, text sections of the Spring survey offered areas for learner comments regarding their orientation experiences.  While we don’t have the time to go through numerous examples today, we would like to highlight that this verbal feedback provided a wealth of data reinforcing the positive impacts that this change.  With this in mind, we would love to read just 1/2 examples:When asked retrospectively about their preference of orientation format, all novice learners indicated if done again, they would want their orientation completed via an interspersed approach. 



Evaluation: 
Areas for Future Consideration

Gaps exist within the evaluation methods
– Though themes of learner survey responses post 

orientation convey many learners feel less 
overwhelmed with this interspersed approach…   

Future implementations should consider:
– Dissemination of survey questions to both pre & post 

implementation groups 
– Validated tools to objectively evaluate learning 

outcomes, ie:
• Knowledge retention
• Learner anxiety/stress levels 
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we want to make it clear that while we feel we have elicited some data highlighting what we believe has been a successful undertaking, we want to emphasize that these surveys are only reporting on learner and educator perception. Anyone considering undertaking such a change should consider the implementation of more formalized means of measurement: -Pre and post implementation survey.-Use of validated/formalized tools to evaluate success of change and impact on learner retention/anxiety- ie, the implementation of pre & post quizes to assess specific knowledge retention, and the use of a validated scale measuring stress/anxiety amongst learns pre & post change. 



Evaluation: 
Challenges Identified

Creation of Patient Assignments 
– *Especially if new hires fall on the same rotation

Alterations in the way senior staff are assigned 
to the ICU & CCU 

Removal of learner from independent practice at 
a later date changes staffing needs 
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There have been some challenges that surfaced related to splitting orientation:Creation of pt assignment has been more difficult - as Nurse Clinicians seek to make assignments that are appropriate to learner level, while seeking out opportunity for growth, and ensuring the provision of a mentor/resource nearby, the creation of patient assignments can be incredibly challenging if new hires are only oriented to the ICU and fall on the same line. Sometimes in giving the most appropriate assignment, this has meant that learners are in close proximity of one another- leading the Nurse Clinician to have to physically assign a resource and direct the hire away from his/her bedside when they need assistance.This challenge can then re-present itself when time comes for the dedicated shift assignment in CCU.  Noting that CCU patients may be of lower acuity than those in ICU, and that typically, three nurses staff this unit (7 beds), to ensure that two learners are never left alone in the CCU for periods such as break coverage, and to ensure the support of senior mentorship, this independent assignment requires learner flexibility, so we have to be more flexible in this assignment to meet unit and learner needs.Finally, the removal of learners from their independent bedside practice, pulling them back to classroom orientation plus preceptored shifts in the CCU does change staffing requirements during this period.  While originally met with resistance, we’ve navigated our orientation booking processes to provide ample notice for replacement of shifts, and aim to provide orientation + preceptored days during week day days- both because of the increase for learning opportunities, and also for easier straight time replacement. These challenges lead us to continue to consider our program outcomes, and what other changes could be made to support the development of our staff members. 



Conclusion 
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In conclusion, based on our own unit observational experience regarding this change, in conjunction with learner feedback, and with the supportive literature & theories in mind, we feel that this implementation has been a positive undertaking.  The purpose of today was really to provide the theoretical basis for changes we made and a brief overview of the change, while highlighting some of our evaluation methods, in hopes that anyone interested in this undertaking can learn from this experience and further strengthen their evaluative means. We would love to speak further or offline with anyone who has additional interest in these topics. Are there any questions?
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